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Forever is a long time to be loved ... and hated.It&apos;s not by chance that Tom Cogan notices

Annie Garrett in a movie theater one night. Neither is it an accident when their hands touch and they

share a dark psychic vision. She believes they&apos;re seeing flashes of a shared past life. He

fears he&apos;s losing control of his mind. Both are right. Their lives have been hijacked by a

malevolent spirit who&apos;s waited nearly two centuries to get revenge. Trapped as a pawn in the

demon&apos;s demented game, Tom discovers he and Annie are not the only ones targeted for

death. Some think our lives are controlled byÃ‚Â free will, others by fate. Forever is a haunting story

exploring a third--and horrifying--force.
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A long time ago a star-crossed pair of lovers were separated by the woman's forced marriage to a

monster. When her lover attempted to reconnect and save her from his cruel treatment, it resulted in

tragedy. The man shot, their child drowned, and the woman finding blessed relief only by dying.

Now, many generations later, the monstrous entity who tortured them so long ago has forced



himself into the empty vessel of a businessman on the brink of suicide. While the main players, in a

jumble of reincarnation, have so far been unaware of the roles in an earlier life, that's all about to

change. With a thirst for vengeance only whetted by his long-ago murderous tally, the monster is

determined to re-enact the earlier love triangle so he can take his revenge again.Tom Cogan is one

of these players. He's never questioned his marriage before to Julie - he's been too busy counting

his blessings - but with a lack of attention on both their parts eroding their steady commitment, he's

found himself on rockier ground. When he meets Annie, a local movie theater cashier, he finds

himself experiencing flashbacks from centuries before that Annie also shares. With his happiness

brutally rocked off course, can he work out what is happening in time to save himself, and save his

marriage?I found this a very entertaining book to read. It was a completely unique storyline and it

held me enthralled throughout. Although I was slightly worried when I first started that it might overly

veer into romance, I was refreshingly surprised to find a gripping supernatural tale of eternal love

and revenge that never verged into the saccharine.Linda Cassidy Lewis has a marvelous turn of

phrase and her writing and the story were satisfying and entrancing. Weird and definitely

worthwhile.

In my 20's-30's, I read a lot of paranormal books and then got bored with them. So to be honest, I

wasn't excited about reading this one, but love the author's other genres, so I hoped that this one

would also be good. I wasn't disappointed. Once I started it I couldn't put it down. She really brought

the characters to life, even the paranormal one, and I thought that I could actually feel Eddie's

smarminess and clammy hands. What a creep! That is why I gave the book 5 stars. When I can

taste, feel or smell what the author actually describes, I consider it a good book.

I actually was expecting a little more from the book when I nominated it on scout...Kinda like more

suspense, that would have been great.I will tell you what I really liked about it. The several points of

view of different characters which made me understand and empathize with them, thus my 4*.As for

the story, I wished it made my heart race while I rooted for the characters, but it was predictable, the

characters were predictable!I mean, a man torn between two women (one of them is his wife the

other appears to him in visions of a common past) while being haunted by ghosts (one of them

terribly evil).The problem is that we know who's the evil guy real soon as I just knew Annie's fate

once he got to her and that kills it for me.

Taut suspense tinged with horror and supernatural are what I found in Linda Cassidy



LewisÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s new book.Happily married businessman Tom Cogan sees a vision when

his hands touch those of Annie Garrett, movie theater ticket girl. HeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s later stunned

to learn she saw the same vision of them in period clothing.As their acquaintance grows, they come

to believe they are the reincarnation of another couple, a couple with thwarted love. Complications

abound as the plot twists and turns, leaving the reader anxious for them to find peace and

happiness. But all is not as it seems, and Tom and Annie must battle an ancient evil before they find

any relief.Maggie Toussaint and Rigel Carson for Muddy Rose Reviews

I liked the concept of this story, but I had a hard time making it through it. The build-up to the final

events felt dragged out to me and went over the same things time and again. As it drew closer to

the end, however, it got to the point where it didn't seem quite as predictable. Although not quite to

my taste, I think it's a book others will enjoy.

Linda Cassidy Lewis has penned a unique story line in her new novel FOREVER. Tom and Julie are

at a crossroads in their marriage. Their daughter is going off to college and that development will

change the dynamics of their relationship. Will it be for the better? Or will their marriage crumble

without the glue that is their child. Like many long endured marriages, the passion between them

has waned. Still, there's a comfort level between them that Tom believes will help them weather the

stormUntil he touches the hands of an unlikely woman working at the cinema. Only then does a

powerful force stir within his soul. Or is it his soul? His obsession with Annie, for whatever vague

reason consumes him, and little by little, their past-life affair awakens within a vortex in his soul. The

monster---and I do mean monster---that once destroyed them, has returned in full force to once

again exact his savage revenge.Lewis has created an engaging plot that combines horror, romance

and the supernatural. Be warned: it is violent and horrific, some of it sexual. But for me it only

heightened the monster that was Eddie. Lewis keenly understands the rhythms of domestic life and

uses it in FOREVER to give this story a feeling of authenticity. Intelligent, very scary at times, and

filled with supernatural twists and turns that I didn't see coming, FOREVER is an original and

entertaining take on true love and the evil that tries to break its eternal bond. I really enjoyed this

book.

This book had me hooked from page 1. I love a good haunting ghost story, and this was one of the

best I've read. Anyone reading this review I encourage you to read this book. You won't be

disappointed



This book was really good. I really enjoyed it. I'd recommend it.
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